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A SHORT REVIEW OF THE PARALEGAL MOVEMENT

DEFINITION OF A PARALEGAL*

There is no precise definition of the term "paralegal."

Because the, occupation is relatively new and its potential

remains unrealized, paralegal job functions are still being

identified anti described. However, those in the field, includ-

ing paralegals themselves, tend to use the term in a certain

way. It is generally accepted that a paralegal must be
/

specifically trained, either, on the job or in a formal
,

Braining program. Paralegals perform work previously regarded

as within only an'attorney's capabilities. Paralegals almost

always work under the supervision of an attorney; some work

without an attorney's direct supervision where authorized by

statute or regulation or with special court permission. For

example, paralegals may represent clients in some administra-

tive agency proceedings, such as Social Security or welfare

hearings. In addition, paralegals are allowed to appear in

some small claims courts. t.

*'T lie use of paralegal in this report is not meant to indicate
a i5reference over the terms "legal assistant," "attorney's
assistant," "legal paraprofessional," "advocate," or others.
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l'he paralegal concept excludes some fairly well-defined

legal supp(-i-rt roles: :secretary, clerk, librarian, social

worker, community aide, and office administrator. Paralegals

should be trained in basic legal knowledge, skills, and one

or more specialties. What fs done with this training varies

as the following picture of paralegal diversity reveals. The

profile of paralegals has obtained by'classifying them as to
A

.here they work, what they do, where they are trained, etc.

These classifications are purely for convenience -they have

no formal signisficance.

Where Paralegals .Work -

Paralegals may-b-efuund almost -anywnere legal work is

performed. For convenience, this report divides paralegals

into two broad categories according to their place of employ-

ment: private sector and public sector paralegals. Private

sector paralegals work in private, profitmaking law firms;

public sector paralegals in nonprofit legal services delivery

systems or government agencies. The two categories are not-

exclu,5ive; paralegals may move from one sector to the other

just as lawyers may apply their skills to many areas of law.

Private Sector Large, urban law firms are the

biggest private sector employers. However, as lawyers are be-

coming more familiar with the benefits of employing paralegals,
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smaller firms are finding paralegals a practical solution

-,,

to meeting both their needs and those of ...thir :lients.

Businesses, especially large corporations, a23e are hiving
.

paralegals to work in their in-house counsel divisions.

2. Public Sector .

4. Community Services Administration Legal Services.*

Approximately 50 percent of Community services Administration

(CSA, formerly 0E0) Legal Services projects employ paralegals.

A few projects employ as many as 30 paralegals although most

employ only 1 or 2. More than 85 percent of the paralegals ,

have had some college training: over 45 percent are college

'graduates. Few have received any formal paralegal training
,

.

before entering a Legal Services program.

./

. . .

A single paralegal may perform a wide rage of services.

Virtually all interview clients. A large percentage negotiate

with government agencies on behalf of clients in public

entitlement cases, represent clients at administrative hear-

ings, and do investigative,work. Many also .do legal research

and drafting.

CSA Legal Services project directors report substantial
F

satisfaction with the work of paralegals; however, lack of

funds prevents.them,from hiring more.

*On October 13, 1975, all CSA Legal Services activities will
he turned over to the Legal Services Corporation.

.-......"*" .
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Br Government. Federal, state, and local govprnments

employ many paralegals and are'explorng new ways in which

.

i.
,

to use them., THe Civil Service Commission (CSC) estimates

that the Federal Government employs 30,000 paralegals and

envisions an even larger role for them in the near future.

CSC has developed a new Paralegal Assistant Series that

includes the following functions:- (a) analyzing legal

material and preparing digests of points of law for internal

agency use; (b) maintaining legal, reference files and fur-

nishing attorneys and others with citations to pertinent

"decisions; (c) selecting, assembling, summarizing, and

compiling substantive information on statutes, treaties, and

specific legal subjects;' (d) collecting, analyzing, and

evaluating evidence as to activities under specific Federal

laws before an agency hearing or decision; (e) analyzing. facts

and legal questions presented by personnel administering

specific Federal laws; answering questions by collecting inter-
.

pTetations of applicable legal provisions, regulations;

precedent, and agency policy; and, occasionally, preparing

informational and instructional material for general use;

(f) performing other paralegal duties "requiring discre-
41,

tion and independent judgment" in applying specialized

knowledge of particular laws, regulations, precedent, or

agency practices based thereon.
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Paralegals are employed by
p the National Labor Relatio.s

Board; Federal Trade Commission; -Equal Employment Opaortuni,ty

Commission; Department of Justice; and Department of health,

Education, and Welfare.

3. Other ParaJ,egal Jobs Group and prepaid legal

services plans Promise to provide paralegal 'jobs as those

delivery systems gain popularity.

A number of law communes throughout the country also

employ paralegals, generally trained by commune lawyers. It

is a commune tenet that lawyers, paralegals, and other staff

are equat_in responsibility, salary, and capaCity.

Some criminal justice agencies, for example, public-

dpfender programs, proseCutors' offices, and bail projects,

use trained laymen to assist lawyers, and there has been
4

a

talk of greatly expanding the paralegal role in criminal law,.

Where Paralegals Are Trained

1. On the Job In addition to Legal ServiZ7es projects,

many law firms and government agencies also employ paralggals

trained on the job. The Chicago Association of Paralegal,

Assistants found that 60 percent of their members who responded

to a recent survey had no formal paralegal training. This

situation will probably change as paralegal training programs

become more available and gear their curricula to the needs

of the job market.
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Many lawyers and paralegals stress the necessity and.

desirability of on-the-job instruction even for para legals

who have completed formlltraining programs, and most law

firms and Legal Services projects provide on-the-job training

by individual lawyers. Trainilig, of Course, varies consider:

ably. In addition, some Legal Services prpjects,law firms';

and government agencies have inaug uarated regularn-house

, 94.training programs.

Community Colleges. About 70 community colleges

..
offer paralegal training. The curricula are almost entirely

1.16ared to private law jobs. The colleges generally take no

respbnsibility for placement of students, and the programs,

are so new that employment success has not been measured.

-

/ Common elements of most community college curricula are law .*

office administration, legal writing, and legal research.

Beyond that, most offer a potpourri of courses deSigned to

produce a generalist.: 'corporations, tax, real estate, fa mily

law. With few exceptions, community colleges do not provide

courses-relevant to, either Legal Services...or other public

sector,employment.

3, Colleges and Law Schools Although most paralegal
%

training programs are offered at the community college level,

some colleges and law schools. also offer them. Most college

programs prepare students for work in the private sector..

a
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Only a few law schools offer paralegal training% rhc,

University of West Leos Angeles Law School conaucts a con-
-

, .
. .

tinuing education paralegal program,which, Par the academic

year 1971-72, enrolled 195 students (184 women; 138 former

or present legal secretaries; 56 high sChoid graduaXes).

The Utah Collegp of Law Institute designs sjesfems for train-

ing paralegals in routinized areas of private law practices.

At Antioch School of La about 15 paralegals a year are

.trained to enter either the 'public or private sector: ..The

University of Southern California Law Center regularly hOlds
. .

intensive' training programs, primarily on specialization
_

subjects fgr legal secretaries. * .

.4. Proprletary Schools The number of proprietary.

schools offering paralegal courses is still small. This
4

may changt as job markets for paralegals develop. As there
.

is no cl4arirrghouse for information on proprietary, schools,

it is difficult to es-timate their numbbr. The Institute for

Paralegal Training in Philadelphia; a subsidiary of Bell

Hawell, Inc., probably offers the best krown txaining pro-

gram in this category: Established 4 years ago, it-carefully

selects and screens college graduates, Mainly women, and

provides 3 to 4 months of intensive training in one specialty.

Job platement is guaranteed.

"Other'proprietarY schools tend to be generdi career/.

9
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S. Short-Term Intenstve.Training Programs Short -term-

intensive, programs are useful forgparalegals who cannot 'speled

much time away from their jobs arili,who 'need only-to acquire

specific skills and informatio n. The cost in time and money'

is tolerable for those-who cannot afford college tuitions.. .

Such programs Permit training as the need' a rises for.sP'ecific.

skills development.'

The Natiohal Paralegal Institute (NPI) provides such

training. A few Legal Services projects
.

have also developed

shor t,.intepsive training programs for their own staffs. In

addition, some colleges and law schooli.occaljonally off4r

short sessions in such areas 'As.civir'rights, probate; divorce,

and legal research. For example, in. 196a Columbia Law.School

trained 20 paralegals, slated for bri0 Legal Service 1:lbsd, in
,.

a 6-week intensive.program

What.Parale is
.

Do

Paraleg s may, be.divided,into two broad 'categories '

according to the work they perform: generalfst 'and specialist.

1. Generalist Paralegals in this category are epeced'

to handle a wide range of responsibilities, such, as interview,

ing,,fact.gathering, research,"and document drafting.

*Generalists are usually found ion 'small law offices.

2. Specialist Most paralegdls are speialists. Their

.training usually focuses on one area of the law,'such asswills,

real estate, trusts, criminal law, public!as-sistance, or land-

lord-tenant.

1.0
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SpecializatIon allows efficierh programroperation anu
.

trai,ning. Many paralegals. with adequate training and super-
.

4111.
vis4On becomi experts in ohe area and handle most Of the work

,

I

involved in processing cases in that area.

Federal and state regulations xermit.laymen to represent

client's'a,t.6ny different kinds of administrative hoar

A group of paralegals. has emerged that represent clients at , '

such hearings. These paralegars--adminiitrUive %specialists--

are found in Legal Setvrces and ale° in non-profit organizac

tions such as Welfare rights organizations, tenants groups,
,

and senigy citizen agencies.

ORGANIZATIONS ACTIVE IN THE PARALEGAL FIELD

1n addition to Legal Serviced projects and law firms

involved in the ,paralega4 field, several national organiza-

tiong have taken, an interest inhow the occupation develdps.

moveParalegal Professional Associations As -
.
the paralegal m

0.

men.t gained momenl.ta and recognition, paralegals began forming
.

ass ociations. Some were started by students in paralegal

training program, others by workingparilegals., The first

,groups were primarily composed of private sector paralegals.

However, it soon became apparent that the interests, goals,

andneeds-Of all paralegals wereosimilar, and the organiza-
A

tions attempted to reflect the diver*ity'found within the
4'

'occupation.

j
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In May 1174 representatives of eight- -associations met
.

and founded the National Federation of Paralegal Associations:

During its first year, the Federation served as acommurica-

tions network to .alert and inform members of issues and eAnts
....,

that affected paralegals. .

. At their 1975 meeting, AresentatiVes resolved that the
.

.
'Federation would assume a new structure and become a profess

sional association for paralegals. It was.further resolved

that Federation members would.tlke an active role in 4evelop-:

41' ing and .regulating the occupation.. There are. about 20 new

organizations in the process, of forming and joining the Federa-.

\

tion.

The legal assistant section of the National Associ6on

of Legal Secretaries has formed a separate organization, the
,

National Asseciation of Legal Assistants (NALA). Unlike the.

federation, which conssts of organifations, membership in
1.

NALA is. on an individual. basis:- -.

AmericW,Bar Association In 1968 erican Bar Association's.

(ABA's) Special Committee on.the'Availability of Legal Ser-

vices reported to the House of Delegates that "legal services

would be more fully.' available to the public" if the legal
10

profession were to recognize that "freeing a lawyer., from

tedious and routinedetail" would conserve the lawyer's time

12
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and energy for "truly legal problems." Accordingly, three

recommendations were made:

1. The legal profgsSion should recognize -that there
are many tasks in serving a client's needs which
can be performed by a'trained non-lawyer assis-
tant working under the direction and-supervision
of .a lawyer;

2. The legal profession should encourage the train-
ing and employment of such assistants; and

3. Aigecial committee of the ABA should be created
to onsider the subject of lay assistants for
lawyers. 1

These recommendations were adopted by the House of

Delegates and the Special Cotmittee on Lay assistants (now

the Stalfaing"Committee on- -Legal Assistants) was eStablished

, 1969 the Special Committee sponsored limited surveys of

andlaw firms around, the-cotintry n found that there was "a

significant"_use of nonlawyers.

'al Committee published a set of recom-
.

mendations for parale 9.1 training. IA suggested that 1-,

2,, and 4-year. college programs, be made available for-legal

`secretaries, legal assistantg, and legal administrators,,

respectively. The proposed curricula were slanted entirely

towards private practice of law.

In 1973 the House of Delegates adopted "Guidelines"

list of recommended standards for operating 2-year paralegal
o

programs in-colleges.

13
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In 1974 fhe Special Committee received permission from

the House of Delegates to begin approving (i.e., accrediting)

paralegal training prOgrami that -met the "Guideline" standards.

There has been much opposition from lawyers, paralegal

educators, and paralegals tb ABA control of accreditation of

paralegal training programa. One objection is that the para-

legal occupation is new and accreditation standards',
,

baSed on

limited knowledge of the field, are premature. In addition,

the ABA's guidelines are aimed at meeting the needs of only

one narrow sector of the law. Institutions that structure

their paralegal programs in oider-to gain ABA approval risk_

not being able to meet demands.for paralegal training in

other areas. For example, as government agencies continue-

to kind new ways to use paralegals, flexibility in training

curricul-a be -c-racial i-nottle-rto--meet their needs.

C.;

Objections to the "guidelines".are directed not only to

the substance, but also to the length of the proposed pro-
.-

grams. A 2-year course is inappropriate for college graduates',

working paralegals, and senior citilens, among others.

Finally, there is the issue of ABA control of the para-

legal profession. Paralegals, and many educators and lawyers,

seek a broadly represent'itive group to accredit paralegal

training, arguing that there Ls a vital public interest in the

way the occupation evolves.

14
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The National Paralegal Institute- NPI was formed in Junr

1972 under an (t() grant, to support and promote the use of

paralegals in the public sector of the law, particularlr

in_Legal;Services.. NPI's"broad.maddate includes acting as

fiason with colleges, law schools', bar associations, and

paralegal associations; developing strategies for the

growtk and development of the,paralegal.movement; desigriing

training materials and conducting training for CSA para-

legaIs; and doing research on training, utilization, and

-other important issues.

NPI . conducts,_ and. helps Other Legal Services trainers
0

conduct 1-week intens ive training sessiOns for CSA para-

legals around -the country.

The A'ssociation of American Law Schools' In 1970 the

ssociation of American 'L (AALS) created-a-

Committee on Paraprofessional Legal Education. That

Committee recommended that AALS

commission two studies: a law review symposium
dn paralegals (24 Vanderbilt Law "Review, 1083,
11971) and a study and evaluation of present
/raining programs;

Consider commissioning a paralegal curriculum
development. project;

.

instructi the Committee on Pre-Legal Education
and Admission to Law Schools to consider special
admission standards for paralegals td law schools;

15
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instruct the Committee on Teaching Outside. Law
Schools to consider the emerging'need for para-
legal teachers; and

offer to work with the ABA, CSA, and others on
certification, supervision, and similar issues

affecting the paralegal movement.

In November 1974 the ComMittee released its report

presenting a broad overview of the paalegal-movement and

the issues and organizations affecting jits developments.

Included were recommendations to the AALS Executive Com-

mittee about the role law schools should play in developing

the paralegal occupation.* The report recommended that,

among Other things, AALS work to promote a broadly repre--

sentative body of lawyers, paralegals; educators, and

citizens Xo establish rules of accreditation of training

and certifIcatkon,of paralegals.-

National Consumer Center for legal Services In 1972

representatives of the Nat'ion's majot unions held a con-.

ference on prepaid and group leggl services plans. Those

attending favored the creation of such programs and em-

phasized the use of "closed" panels of lawyers in which

preselected groups of lawyers handle all legal problems

generated by group members. In contrast, in the "open"

- panel approach, favoredby most bar associations, all law

fers in the community are eligible to render services.

*Copies of the report may-be obtained from the Association
of American Law Schools, One Dupont Circle, Washington,

-D.C., 20036.

16
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The conferees formed the National Consumer Center for

-- Legal Services, .interested in efficiency techniques to re-

duce the cost of legal services to its members. Substantial

,paralegal components will be built into its pltans. The

'group has established a'national technical assistance pro.,-

gram to help unions establish prepaid legal programS. A

1973 amendwent of the Taft- Hartley Act makes prepaid legal

services, as a fringe benefit, an item of collective bar-.

gaining." ThisIdevelopment could dramatically increase the

need for lawyers and paralegals.

ISSUES AFFECTING THE PARALEGAL MOVEMENT

Accreditation

Accreditation is the process by which an agency or

organization evaluates and recognizes a progiam of study

.

or an institution as meeting certain predetermined quali-

fications or standards. Whether paralegal training 'programs

should noaNDe_s.pbject totaccreditation; how' such an accredi-
...t.

/I

ting agency should be establiShed; an who should control

it are all pending dssues.

A,possible approach would be to create a broadly tepre-
K'.

sentative accrediting body, including not only paralegals

but also lawyers, legal and paralegal educators, and public

representatives.

.1 7
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Certification or Licensing

Certification is the voluntary process by which a non-

governmental' agency or association recognizes an individual

who has met-certain predetermined qualifications-specified
I

by that agency or'association.

Licenslng is the process by-which an agency of govern-

ment grants permission' to persons meeting predetermined

qualifications to engage in a given occupation and/or use a

particular title.' Only licensed individuals may engage in'

the given activity.

1 Licensing of paralegals has ikever been seriously dis-

cussed; however, certification has been proposed by several

state bar associations. Most authorities. believe that a'

valid CertificatiOn program is not feasible, at least until

current paralegal job functions have'been more fully e;lored.

Even so;-some bar associations are pressing for certifica-

tion of. paralegals in order to control theideveldpment of the

panlegaj occupation.

Certification at this time, especially if controlled by

the organized bar, would have a chilling'effect on the

development of the field. Some paralegals, motivated by a

desire- for status, higher salaries, and greater recognition,

supporx certification. However, the overwhelming trend

among paialegals, paialegal educ.4.:Jrs, and others seems to

18
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favor deferring, certification until the occupation has hepp

better defined.. Because the occupat,ion, is very new and for

other reasons outlined above, certification for paralegals

has begun in only one.. state.*

.

o

.,
X' \

.5
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...

*The certification movement in Oregon was initiated by the
,State Bar Association and has been wholly organized and

controlled by the bat. The first certification examination
is scheduled for Fall 1975.
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